
COS 484: Natural Language 
Processing

Fall 2019



Teaching staff



Logistics

• Course webpage: https://nlp.cs.princeton.edu/cos484/


• Timings: Tuesdays, Thursdays 1:30 - 2:50pm


• Location: CS 104


• Office hours, reading lists, assignment policies on website 

• Sign up for Piazza 

•  Forum for all class-related queries. 

• Sign up for Gradescope 

• Assignments and grades will be released here 

https://nlp.cs.princeton.edu/cos484/


Course goals

• Gain an understanding of the fundamentals of 
different sub-fields within NLP


• Understand theoretical concepts and algorithms 


• Hands on experience building statistical models for 
language processing


• Carry out an independent research project



Course structure

• 4 assignments (40%)


• Released every 2 weeks. Due 11:59pm Monday before lecture. 


• No late submissions. 10% penalty every day of lateness up to 
4 days


• 1 in-class mid term (25%): Thursday, Oct 24, 2019


• 1 final term project (35%): Teams of 2-3 persons


• Extra credit (5%) for participation (in class/Piazza) and 
assignment bonus points



Background

• Required: COS 226 (algorithms and data 
structures), probability, linear algebra, calculus


• COS 324 recommended


• Proficiency in Python: programming assignments 
and projects will require use of Python, Numpy and 
PyTorch.



Natural Language Processing

• Making machines 
understand human language


• Communication with 
humans (ex. personal 
assistants, customer 
service)

Banking assistant



Natural Language Processing

• Making machines 
understand human language


• Communication with 
humans (ex. personal 
assistants, customer 
service)


• Access the wealth of 
information about the 
world — crucial for AI 
systems





Turing Test

Ability to understand and generate language ~ intelligence



Language and thought



Beginnings

Georgetown-
IBM 


experiment, 

1954

“Within three or five years, machine translation will be a solved problem”



> Pick up the red 
block on top of a 

green one
OK.

SHRDLU, 

1968

> How many red 
blocks are there?

- THREE OF THEM

• Rule-based, requiring extensive programming


• Limited domain



Rise of statistical learning

• Use of machine learning techniques in NLP


• Increase in computational capabilities


• Availability of electronic corpora



Rise of statistical learning

IBM Models

 for translation

Speech 

recognition

Anytime a linguist leaves the group the (speech) recognition rate goes up 
 - Fred Jelinek



Deep Learning era

• Significant advances in core NLP technologies

•



• Significant advances in core NLP technologies

• Essential ingredient: large-scale supervision, lots of compute

• Reduced manual effort - less/zero feature engineering

• 36 million parallel sentences for machine translation

• For most domains, such amounts of data not available

• expensive to collect

• target annotation is unclear English: Machine translation is cool!

36M sentence pairs

Russian: Машинный перевод - это крутo! 

Deep Learning era



Turing test solved?



… maybe not.



Why is language difficult to 
understand?



Generating responses

• red ?


• 24.44 C ?


• sunny ?



Language models

• Probabilistic models over word sequences

“Princeton is in New Jersey”

Chain rule

Sentence

Completion Princeton is in New ?

argmax
x

p(Princeton, is, ...New, x)



Some language humor

Real newspaper headlines!

Kids make nutritious snacks


Stolen painting found by tree


Miners refuse to work after death


Squad helps dog bite victim


Killer sentenced to die for second time in 10 years


Lack of brains hinders research



Lexical ambiguity

The fisherman went to the bank.


One word can mean several different things



Lexical ambiguity

The fisherman went to the bank. He deposited some money.


Word sense disambiguation



Lexical variations

Several words can mean the same thing!



Distributed representations

Project words onto a 
continuous vector space

v(king)� v(man) + v(woman) = v(queen)

Similar words closer to each other



Comprehending word sequences

- My brother went to the park near my sister’s house


- Park my went house near to sister’s my brother the


- “My brother went park near sister’s house”?


- The old man the boat



- My brother went to the park near my sister’s house


- Park my went house near to sister’s my brother the


- “My brother went park near sister’s house”?


- The old man the boat Garden Path sentence

Comprehending word sequences



Structure in language

• Implicit structure in all languages


• Crucial to understanding


• Coarse-to-fine levels (recursive)


• What are some good data structures to represent this?



Syntactic ambiguity

I shot an elephant in my pajamas

Human language is full of such examples!



Syntactic parsing

Penn Treebank (PTB) : ~40k sentences, 950k words 

Parse tree

Sentence

POS

Online tools: http://nlp.stanford.edu:8080/corenlp/



Discourse ambiguity

Anaphora resolution

Alice invited Maya for dinner but she cooked her own food

she = Alice or Maya?

… and brought it with her.

… and ordered a pizza for her guest.

Maya

Alice



Semantics

Tell my wife I love her

Action: Text

Arg1: Sarah Fox

Arg2: I love you



Semantic Parsing

Trained on manually annotated representations

45k 
sentences

50k 
arguments

Abstract meaning representation

Semantic role labeling

585 
questions

(Berant et al., 2014)



Information Extraction

City: Cambridge, MA 

Founded: 1861 

Mascot: Tim the Beaver 

…

The Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) is a private research 
university in Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
often cited as one of the world's most 
prestigious universities.
Founded in 1861 in response to the 
increasing industrialization of the United 
States, …

Article Database

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Private_university
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research_university
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research_university
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_and_industrial_history_of_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_and_industrial_history_of_the_United_States


Information Extraction: State of the Art

Dependence on large training sets

ACE: 300K words Freebase: 24M relations

Not available for many domains (ex. medicine, crime)

Challenging task: even large corpora do not guarantee high performance
~ 75% F1 on relation extraction (ACE)
~ 58% F1 on event extraction (ACE)



Machine Translation



(Wu et al., 2016)



Machine Translation



Machine comprehension



Language generation

With the start of the new academic year, Princeton  has an opportunity to help provide a new 
generation of women with a diverse set of academic resources for higher education.
We are offering the resources of the Princeton-McGill program specifically to women with 
undergraduate degrees who would like to enhance their academic experience. Princeton-McGill 
offers a comprehensive suite of services for women and their families including a variety of graduate 
programs, support programs, and the opportunity to serve as leaders in their communities with a 
wide variety of programs, activities and services. For the upcoming fall, Princeton-McGill will also 
offer its Women's Center , which is located in a renovated women's dorm.
At Princeton, we are working with the Princeton-McGill community to develop a suite of programs 
that are designed to give new and returning students a strong foundation for a successful, rewarding 
graduate career. The Women's Center , the Princeton-McGill Women's Center provides a range of 
supports to address the specific needs of female doctoral degree graduates. Programs are tailored 
to meet the unique needs of women under the age of 28, women and families

https://talktotransformer.com/



Challenges in modern NLP

• Scale: Large number of phenomena


• Sparsity: Text data is often heavy-tailed



Challenges in modern NLP

• Bias: Models learn biases in available data


• Context: Knowledge bases, perception, interaction

man woman



Outline
Words 

• Language models


• Text classification


• Word embeddings


Sequences and structures 

• HMMs, recurrent neural networks


• Syntactic Parsing


• Machine Translation


Applications 

• Coreference resolution


• Question Answering


• Multimodal NLP




